HE10/97 trial
- 595 eligible patients
- 367 FFPE tumor blocks retrospectively collected

58 blocks excluded
- 26 In situ/no tumor
- 32 Inadequate material

309 blocks with appropriate/adequate material

291 blocks in HE10/97 plus 740 blocks in HE10/00
A total of 1031 tumor tissue samples were evaluated for HER2 and TOP2A gene amplification and CEP17 gain by FISH

In addition, 1014 tumor tissue samples were evaluated by IHC for HER2 protein expression and 953 for TopoIIa protein expression

HE10/00 trial
- 1086 eligible patients
- 895 FFPE tumor blocks prospectively collected

117 blocks excluded
- 47 In situ/no tumor
- 70 Inadequate material

778 blocks with appropriate/adequate material